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Most chatbots don’t deliver on the CX promise
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Not yet there yet!

No chatbot has beat the Turing test, with 
the exception of one.  

Not all that advanced!

Most of chatbots are scripted and 
provide resolution for linear workflows

Conversations need work!

NL chatbots in many cases provide poor 
customer experiences

54% of US 
online consumers believe 
that interacting with a 
chatbot will have a 
negative impact on their 
quality of life.

- Forrester Research
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Collaborative Intelligence characterizes Multi-Agent, Distributed 
Systems where each Agent, Human or Machine, is autonomously 

contributing to a problem-solving network



Minerva CQ | Collaborative Intelligence
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An example of AI in everyday life and how it relates to Minerva.  

The wisdom of 
the crowd drives 

the system.

Displays the right info 
at the right time.

Displays the right info at 
the right time for the rep to 
quickly help the customer 

in real-time.

The wisdom of the reps 
drives Minerva’s accuracy.

Dynamically adjusts the 
workflow when intent 
changes to help assist the 
rep.

Dynamically 
reroutes when 
circumstances 

change.

CQ



Which emotion 
does she display? 

Who can detect it faster a 
human or a machine?
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Prediction : 

Who can predict faster and better: human or machine 6
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Customer & journey 
context

Propensity-based 
model for best offer

Realtime data dip 
and dynamic 
suggestions to 
guide agent

Reinforcement 
learning

Sentiment and 
emotion 
detection
(color-coded)

Semantic analysis

NL, Context, Entity, Query
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Interaction 
summary 

Evaluate NPS, 
CSAT, sentiment

Data feeds into 
CRM, machine 
learning, QA 
process.



Case study: Enel X 
The global leader in electrification and e-mobility
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ü Increased first contact resolution +12.5% | 69.5% to 82%

ü Reduced handle times by 44% | 9min to 5min, saving $2.67 per call

ü Decrease onboarding time by 75% | 20 days to 5 days*

ü CSAT gap improved by 50% 

ü Improved sales performance and competitive analysis

ü Optimized agent self-coaching and supervisor and QA leader coaching 
Revolutionizing electrification 

*Enel X forecast
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